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Seattle vetos "no homo"
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Brigade brings medical help overseas
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
Medical Brigades is a student-led global health organization, and the first ever Seattle
University branch is currently in

development.
The Global Medical Brigade
(GMB), one of nine individual
branches of the larger organization, travels to Honduras and

Panama every year to provide citizens with basic medical supplies
to which they do not normally
have access.
Liz Nerad, the on-site program
adviser in Honduras, explained
that each chapter systematically
works with more than 300 other
university groups around the
world. They deliver and implement one of nine skill-based
programs that benefit more

$15,000
Total costto accommodate
20 members of Brigade
overseas, minus airfare
than 130,000 Honduran and
Panamanian community members annually.
Each of these CentralAmerican
communities welcomes a brigade

every three to four months, and
doctors and volunteers treat hundreds of patients.
Between brigades, in-country
teams maintain relationships
with the communities to provide

follow-ups.
For the next 10 months, members of the Seattle U
Page
branch will be responsible for fundraising
and recruiting doctors

Mike Sletten
praises
community
at award
ceremony
Director of Public Safety
speaks on how he got
here, where he's going
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer
On

a

lazy afternoon, a preco-

cious youngster in Portland, Ore.

Seattle Mayor Mike"McGinn speaks at Elliott Bay Book Company after taking an hour long
walking tour of Capitol Hill along Broadway. The mayor answered numerous questions from the
community regarding several issues including parking, public safety and small business economy.
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boarded his bicycle and pedaled
quickly to the local supermarket, a
tradition amongst his peers. After
purchasing his ritualistic soda, he
hopped onto his bike and began the
journey home.
As he rounded the store to the
rear ofthe small building, he noticed
a vacant car with its doors opened
wide. Curious, he approached, and
discovered that the entire floor of
the vehicle was covered in money.
Suddenly, sirens shook the quiet
neighborhood as a small cotillion
ofpolice cruisers converged on the
abandoned vehicle, questioning the
young boy and informing him that
the previous occupants of the vehicle had just robbed a bank.
This is when a young Michael
Sletten, now director of Public
Safety and Transportation
Page
at Seattle University, decided he wanted to fight

2

crime.

If your friends don't dance, leave
them behind, join swing club
Guys who don't
think dancing is
cool are
total fools.
Adrian Kirn
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Co-President,
Swing Dance Club
Sarah
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Freshman volleyball player Allison Farley
prepares to take on Montana State during
senior night at Connolly Center over the weekend
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McGinn tours Cap Hill, speaks at Elliott Bay
Rodrigo Reyes
Staff Writer

McGinn Tour Schedule

Seattle mayor Mike McGinn
took a walking tour of Capitol Hill
for several hours Saturday morning,
finishing with a Q&A at Elliott Bay
Book Company.
The mayor began the walk at 10
a.m. on Roy Street, accompanied by
representatives from the Chamber
of Commerce and Community
Council, the Greater Seattle
Business Association (GSBA) and
the Gage Academy of Arts.
Among the stops the group
made were Metrix Create, the parking lot landscaping project forged
by community and developers at
the interim Bank of America building on north Broadway. They also
visited the light rail wall and the
Capitol Hill Housing overhaul of
the Holiday apartments.
During the tour the mayor talked about his blog, his website and
his constant use ofTwitter to be in
contact with the community.
In the media session following
the walk the mayor began by dianking the people who joined him for
the walking tour and talked about
the Hill's opportunities and assets
before making a statement about
the budget situation in Seattle.
"Everybody recognizes that our
budget situation is not good. It is
not as bad as the state or the county where their budget situation is
desperate," McGinn said. "With
the revenue sources we have and
the choices we can make, we can
have a sustainable budget moving

10:00 a.m. Mayor arrives at Roy Street Coffee and Tea
(700 Broadway Ave E., 206-325-2211). Broadway/Capitol
Hill Tour begins. Mayor is escorted by residents, business
owners, and community stakeholders to gathering places
and pointsof interest along Broadway on Capitol Hill.
10:05 a.m. Metrix, (623 A Broadway Ave E, 206-3351440), Matt Westervelt, will introduce the Mayor to this
unique, creative space, started by pioneers in community

Sy

Bean | The Spectator

Mayor McGinn tours Capitol Hill to reach outto the community. (Above)
The mayor talks to the Community Emergency Response Team.

forward. But it's a sustainable budget with fewer services and fewer
dollars."
The mayor also talked about the
deficiencies of the government and
how his office has been eliminating
them one by one in an effort to accomplish more with less money.
"First we looked at deficiencies
and we found a bunch [...] how
we support human resources, how
warm and cool we keep our buildings, how many cars we have. There
is a whole list of things we looked
at to find savings here and there,"
McGinn said.
The conversation with the
mayor reached an interesting point
when he started to talk about the
fees his administration could raise
including more parking meter areas, higher rates and longer parking
hours.

"Our studies show that people
will continue to pay [the parking fees]," McGinn said to Louise
Chernin of the GSBA.
Chernin responded tiiat she and
other business owners would like
to see the introduction of variable
metered parking in Seattle rather
than increased rates or parking meter areas that would damage their
businesses.
One member of die crowd complained about his car being towed
for leaving it on the street for
72 hours.
The Mayor avoided any commitment by expressing his interest
in the comments, but no further
questions were allowed.

Rodrigo may be reached at
jreyes@su-spectator.com

wireless and freenetworks.
10:10 a.m. Tour participants walk from Metrix to the
Poppy restaurant (622 Broadway Ave E.)/Bank of America
parking lots on 10th Ave E. Mike Klozar,(North Broadway
Community), and other neighbors will showcase a unique
neighborhood improvement.
1 0:20 a.m. Walk back to and along Broadway from E.
Mercer to E. Thomas with Michael Wells, (Interim Director
of the Capitol Hill Chamber of Commerce).
1 0:30 a.m. Enter the Bank of America (230 Broadway
East) where Runberg Architecture Group will describe the
plans for the new 230 Broadway E site, and showcase
the design boards. (This site may change depending on
circumstances.)
10:40 a.m. Head to E. John and Broadway to the
Sound Transit Light Rail site, and join TOD (Transit Oriented
Development) Champions, and a Sound Transit representative for an update on the Light Rail site and development
planning.
10:50 a.m. Head South on 10th Ave , Betsy Hunter
(Capitol Hill Housing), and then Barbara Luecke, (ST Art
Program Manager), will escort the Mayor along the east
Red Wall.
10:55 a.m. Enter Cal Anderson Park, Ray Gastil, (Cal
Anderson Park Alliance), and Laura Mansfield, (Seattle
Central Community College SCCC PIO) will accompany the
Mayor.
11 :00 a.m. Exit Cal Anderson and enter the Elliott Bay
Book Company for a Q&A session with the community.
11 :30 a.m. End of Q&A session with the Mayor.

P-Safe director receives community award
�

It's an award we give to

outstanding members of
the community who have
gone above and beyond.
Ed Prince

Seattle East Precinct
Sletten spoke of the leaps and bounds
community planning around the neighborhood has taken.

Prince, East Precinct program coordinator
for the SNG, who nominated Sletten for
the award.
The award winners were a diverse group,
running the gamut from young musicians to
activists at a local retirement community. But
every honoree had one thing in common,
they had all devoted themselves to uniting
people within the Seattle community to
achieve some greater good.
When asked to whom he would dedicate
his award, Sletten credited the East Precinct

"On a scale of one to 10, 10 being a high
level of community planning, in 1993 it
would have been a three, now it's an 8.5,"
Sletten said.

Being a part of the university
community has been both
humbling and a great honor.
Mike Sletten
Public Safety

for their dedication.
"Knowing the spirit and depth ofEPCPC
team in my heart, I woulddedicate die award
to their work month after month."

Sletten oversees a staffof 26 full-time em-

Kay Godefroy, executive director and
founder of the SNG, spoke on Sletten's abili-

ployees, and a squad of 50 to 60 part-time
students. He leads the public safety and parking operations, directs public safety programming and heads emergency management.
Aside from his official positions at Seattle
U, Sletten is an active figure within the community. He serves as vice president on the
East Precinct Crime Prevention Coalition
(EPCPC), a group that connects the community at large and the police department.
The EPCPC is a close partner to the Seatde
Neighborhood Group (SNG), a non-profit
devoted to building stronger communities
by uniting individuals with organizations.
Sletten, through the EPCPC, has been working closely with the SNG for 20 years.
Every year, the SNG hosts the Seattle
Neighborhood Group Annual Volunteer

ties as a leader.

Jon Polka The Spectator
|

As he aged, his interest in
police work only increased.
He attended Washington State
University, majored in criminal
focused
on risk management and
justice and
community policing in his masters work.
"I very much want it known that it is the
collective effort of the university community
and neighbors around Seattle U who have
come together to discuss important issues.
Being a part ofthat has been both humbling
and an honor," Sletten said.
Sletten has been at Seattle U for 24 years.
His first three years involved supervising nocturnal criminal activity in the area. He has
been the director of Public Safety since 1990.
Since then, the Capitol Hill community has
changed drastically before him.
Cover

Mike Sletten director of Public Safety, was
awarded the Community Builder Award
from the Seattle Neighborhood Group
Oct. 14 at the Yesler community center.

Awards, where numerous individuals receive
a Community Builder Award. This year,
Seattle U's own Michael Sletten was among
the numerous honorees.
"It's an award we give to outstanding members of the community who have
gone above and beyond the call," said Ed

"He's wonderful. A great leader, always
there when we need him. He always brings
an important perspective and he is always
very even," Godefroy said.
Sletten is confident things can only get
better in the community from here.
"As you walk around Capitol Hill, you realize it has become a neighborly culture that
has flourished to create a safer environment,"
Sletten said. "The local community and public safety fabric has evolved significantly, and
will continue to improve."
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
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ASSU election results, logged 6 frosh candidates
John Beaton
Staff Writer
It's ASSU fall election time
again, when promising students
from different walks of life offer
their own unique approach toward
helping the student body.
Students this quarter chose
candidates from each of the following categories: freshman representative, at-large representative,
athletic representative, commuter
representative and non-traditioaal
representative.

Each position carries

the 2010
ASSU Fall
Section:
Key:
Elected Candidates

Unetected Candidates

Bianca Harris

with it a particular

responsibility toward
Eric Pedack

its constituency.

Freshman:
Each of these categories carries
with it a particular responsibility
toward the group of individuals
candidates wished to represent.
This diversity offered students
a degree of specificity in terms of
what they can expect from a candidate leading to a higher degree
of voting efficiency, according to
members of the election council.
On Oct. 11 candidates running for these representative positions had the opportunity to give
speeches regarding their stances on
matters at the university.
The first people to speak were
the individuals running for the atlarge representative. This position's
primary responsibility is representing the entire undergraduate com-

Caroline Eggers
Manuel Carriilo
Keenan Kurihara

Earisey

allins
neece
Christiana Obey
Non-Traditional:

students' opinions taken to acand made into actions,"
said Bianca Harris, who wishes
to empower the students.
count

Dan Peters
Georgina Ramirez
Sarah Lou Swihart

candidates running for the position were Lauren Byun, Manuel
Carrillo, Caroline Eggers, Keenan
Kurihara, Shane Price and Molly
Morrisey. The candidates came
from many different places and
have various qualifications to
meet the demands of the position for which they are running.
Their stances varied from creating
solidarity within the largest freshman class in history, to making
the transition from high school
to college more enjoyable.

for the good of our university,"
Pedack said.
Another stance that he took
was increasing school spirit by
working with RedZone in hopes
of raising attendance at games.
In the commuter representative race, Claire Collins beat out
two other candidates.
The candidates who ran for
commuter representative, a position that voices the needs of
students who don't live on campus, were Kinsey Breece, Claire
Collins and Christiana Obey.
Each of these candidates are commuters

|

Sonya Ekstrom The Spectator

Claire Collins,
Commuter Representative
Compliments ofEric Pedack

Eric Pedack, Athletic Representative

munity and making sure individuals from the senior to the freshmen
class are heard.
Each of them had different
perspectives regarding how to give
voice to the students.

In the at-large race, Bianca
Harris beat out David Swanson
and Chris Murphy.
"It is necessary to maintain
the greatness of our school and
further improve [it] by having

Chris Murphy, a junior transfer student from Boulder, Colo.,
wanted to.bring a fresh perspective on the school while maintaining its sense of community.
David Swanson, a sophomore
international economic development and humanities major,
wanted to bring a strong, enthusiastic work ethic to ASSU and
represent the student government
and their hopes for the future of
Seattle U.
Each of these candidates has
had previous experience in student

Lindsey Wasson

|

government

The Spectator

Caroline Eggers, Freshman Representative

and hoped

to

further

that experience by serving the
student body.
In the freshman race, Caroline
Eggers and Shane Price beat out
five other candidates.
The freshmen representative position had the highest
number of candidates running
for the position. The seven

Candace Shankel | The Spectator

Dan Peters,
Non-traditional
Representative
One pragmatic stance that
many of the freshman representative candidates stood behind
was opening the stairs in the
Campion residence hall to allow
students an alternative to taking
the elevator when going up to
their floors.
The athletic representative,
Eric Pedack, ran unopposed and
was elected to the position.
"I want to work as a bridge of
sorts between the athletic department and the student body, voicing concerns from both entities

themselves and hoped

to

offer other commuter students a
sense of community, as suggested
by Collins, or designated "chill"
zones, a suggestion by Obey, that
would offer commuter students a
comfortable place to stay on campus between their classes.
Another idea, proposed by
Breece, was to better schedule
non-academic events so commuter students would be able to
attend them.
In the non-traditional race,
Dan Peters beat GeorginaRamirez
and Sarah Lou Swihart.
This position gives voice to
students who did not take the

"traditional" path from high
school to college. These candidates, who were self proclaimed
non-traditional students, ran on
a platform that would extend the
college experience and sense of
community to the non-traditional student body.
With such a diverse array of
students offering equally diverse
perspectives, students at Seattle
U should have taken advantage of
this opportunity and chosen the
candidate that works for them.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
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Environmental delegation sent to study BP oil spill
Eleven students sponsored by the school to take a
two week expedition to the Gulf of Mexico
Rodrigo Reyes
Staff Writer
A number of Seattle University students
wanted to ensure the victims of the BP oil
spill were not forgotten, so they headed down
to the GulfofMexico to lend a hand.
The students were frustrated with the limited media coverage of the spill in May and
June. They decided die only way to get a clear
picture of what was actually occurring was to
see it firsthand.
This was an entirely student led trip, organized by Carey de Victoria-Michel, Lauren
Ressler, Carli Redfield and lan Siadak.

college ofArts and Sciences, Albers Business
School, the Humanities department and the
graduate college of Nursing. Personal fund
raising was also necessary to reach their goal

of the $5,000 that was needed to make this
trip possible.
"Our goal was to investigate the current
status of coastal communities that have been
affected by the BP oil disaster in Louisiana,"
Ressler said. "We met widi authorities on die
public health impacts, die litigation process,
die economic impacts on bodi die public and
die state and die long-term ecological impact
of this disaster."
One of the main concerns the students
brought back is the fact that the statute of
limitations for doing humanitarian work in
die region will be expiring. Students like die
The spill is an effect of
Seattle U delegation will no longer be able
to work from a legal standpoint in getting
our country's dependence
reparations for die people in die Gulf.
The claims process for reparations is slow,
on fossil fuels.
according to lan Siadak, senior environmenCarey de Victoria-Michel tal studies and humanities major.
Junior
"There is a racial factor. Initially the forms
weren't translated into foreign languages,"
Siadak said. "There are large populations of
"We want students to know what's hapVietnamese shrimpers and odier nationalities
with
the
oil
disaster.
as well. For a couple of weeks these forms
Louisiana
in
BP
pening
weren't translated and these people couldn't
It isn't over," said Ressler, senior environmental studies major. "There are a lot of health start getting dieir claims."
According to Siadak, decades will pass
repercussions, a lot of social repercussions
and a lot of economic repercussions that are before die true consequences of the oil spill
not being covered by the media."
are known.
"I diink there has to be a balance between
Before the trip the organizers created goals
and roles and began a nomination process for looking at long term and short term effects,
members of the delegation. They were sponI think there has been too much of an emsored by the student club Natural Leaders for phasis on starting to try to analyze long term
Environmental Justice as well as ASSU, the effects and there are people who are right now

being affected, who needmobile healdi clinics, detoxification kits," Siadak said. "They
need resources that aren't being supplied because people aren't focusing on right now."
De Victoria-Michel, junior environmental
studies major, pointed out how important it
is to emphasize that die BP oil spill connects
directly to people in die northwest, economically, ecologically and socially.

help the country as a whole to move away from
fossil fuel extraction, according to several members of the delegation.
The NaturalLeaders are hosting a fundraising exhibit Nov. 20 that will showcase photography, media and artwork on the oil spill and
display what die Seattle U students learned and
experienced as well as inform the public on die
state of the Gulf.

There are a lot of health,

Rodrigo may be reached at
jreyes@su-spectator.com.

social and economic

More about

repercussions not being

Natural Leaders:

covered by the media.

11 Seattle delegates went to
New Orleans for two Weeks.

Lauren Ressler

Senior
Each student participant paid
$750 for the trip.
"The spill is an effect of our country's dependence on oil," said de Victoria-Michel. "The
States get 40 percent ofoil through die Gulf
and 48 states are provided widi seafood from
the Gulf."
De Victoria-Michel was adamant about un-

derlining die importance of hearing die stories
of people along die gulfbecause they go unreported and get ignored.
Mary Lee, from a local humanitarian organization called L.E AN. told the delegation not
to forget the people in need.
As to how people in die Northwest can
make a difference for die people in die Gulf,
there are two ways they can help.
The first way is give funding to local groups
that are doing humanitarian work. The second
way is to push policy makers widiin our own
state to apply pressure on the national" level to

If you are interested in knowing more
and participating, there is afundraising exhibit that will showcase photography, media and artwork on the
Spill and display what the Seattle U
students learned and experienced
as well as inform the public on the
state ofthe Gulf:
In-Gulfed; An Exhibition on the
BP Oil Disaster
November 20th, 2010
3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Student Center 160

Spec of the week
ASSOCIATION Of PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS OF INTERNATIONAL AI-TAIRS

Fall Admissions Forum
Meet admissions officers | American university
from professional schools university of California, san diego
Columbia university
of international affairs
at leading universities
GEOrgetown university

The 12thAvenue Stewardship
Committee held their monthly
meeting Oct. 12 in the Alumni
and Admissions building on the
Seattle University campus in
order to discuss upcoming projects the group will be taking part

exists outside of it being a place
to park your car," said Zosel.
The main points discussed in
the meeting included the development of a new park between what
will be the Douglas Apartment
complex and Watertown Coffee,
in what is now occupied by construction materials.
The project is still in the design phase at the time of this

in.

publication.

Stewardship committee
discusses future of 12th
Avenue

Other land in the
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TUFTS UNIVERSITY
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other projects.
The committee, composed
of community members, meets
to discuss developments on
12th Ave. and projects they
would like to see happen in the

neighborhood.
According to committee member Bill Zosel, the group utilizes
the Alumni and Admissions
building on Seattle U's campus to
get more involved with the university, which is integral to the

neighborhood.
"It's good for Seattle U students to know the neighborhood

area

is also

being looked at for possible development opportunities.
The Seattle U Youth Initiative
was also discussed at the meeting,
specifically how various businesses and organizations in the
community will be involved.
Future transit options on 12th
Ave. were also discussed, and a
forum about transit service will
be held in November.
The group is also interested
in fostering a relationship with
Seattle U, and the development
happening around the campus.
This includes the opening
of the Alumni and Admissions
building for group meetings.
The next meeting will be Nov.
at
9 5:30 p.m. in the Alumni and
Administration building.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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Betsey Johnson visits Taize chapel prayer service
Nordstrom Tower

Candace Shankel

|

The Spectator

Betsey Johnson made two public appearances in Seattle this past
week to fundraise for breast cancer. The 68-year old designer has
been in the fashion industry since the 70s and ends every fashion
show with her signature cartwheel. Johnson made her first appearance of the week Oct. 13 at the Nordstrom Flagship Store to present
her new collection. Johnson arrived to adoring fans asking for pictures
and autographs. The event featured informal modeling, a DJ, an impromptu speech by Johnson herself, shopping and free bejeweled
Betsey Johnson thongs.

Sophia Jaramillo

This edition of the Taize prayer service was held in rememberance of the homophobia related
events across the nation over the last month, including multiple suicides by LGBTQ college students, incidents of bullying and harassment. Courageous Conversations and CAPS services were
made more available to students that same week.

Yale frat gets suspended
as sexist actions persist
Stephanie Reitz
Associated Press
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) —
Members of a Yale fraternity that
counts both Bush presidents among
its famous alumni and whose pledges
were ordered to chant obscenities
against women are getting a visit from
concerned officials of the national

organization.
Delta Kappa Epsilon, which was
founded at Yale in 1855,has been under fire since amateur video appeared
online of pledges marching through
the New Haven campus on Oct.
13, chanting about women in die
context of necrophilia and a specific

sexual act.
Some students and members of
the Yale Women's Center complained,
and die chapter was ordered die chapter to stop all pledge activities until
further nonce.
Although chapter leaders have
apologized, the national organization
said in a written statement that it is
sending its director to New Haven this
weekend to "set forth a plan ofaction"
for the chapter.

"The sentiments expressed during
the new member activity are deeply
offensive, and do not adhere to the
standards ofmorals and behavior that
we expect of all DKE members," the
national organization said in a statement on its website.
which
DKE's Yale chapter
President
includes both
George W.
Bush and his father, President George
H.W Bush, amongits alumni—isn't
the first fraternity chapter at the Ivy
League school to come under fire in
recent years.
In 2008, the Zeta Psi chapter
apologized after pictures surfaced on
Facebook showing 12 pledges posing
in front ofthe women's center with a
sign that read, "We Love YaleSluts."
Yale senior Jordan Forney, the
DKE chapter's president, said in a
letter in the Yale Daily News that
they are sincerely sorry for the Oct.
13 incident and never meant to imply DKE condones rape and sexual
harassment. He was among the participants in a forum last week that
drew more rhan 100 people to discuss the incident and what lessons
can be learned from it.
—

for The Spectator

The Seattle University
Marksmanship Club

"We were wrong. We were disrespectful, vulgar and inappropriate.
More than diat, we were insensitive
ofall women who have been victims
ofrape or sexual violence, especially
thosehere at Yale," Forney and fellow
DKE member Sam Teicher wrote in
the letter.
Yale College Dean Mary Miller
said DKE's willingness to accept
responsibility for die incident gives
die university a chance to talk frankly
about recognizing and preventing
sexual harassment.
However, she told students in an
e-mail diat any disciplinary action
against Delta Kappa Epsilon members or pledges
if taken would
be confidential underfederallaw and
university rules.
Forney declined comment
Tuesday beyond statements in his letter whencontacted by The Associated
Press. Doug Lanpher, executive director of die national DKE office, did
not immediately return a call for
—

—

comment.

Range-Day

—

The van leaves for the Gun Range
from the Bellarmine Circle at 1:35 p.m.

Firearms, ammunition, safety equipment,
and instruction are provided.

See the Club's updated web site:
http://students.seattleu.edu/clubs/marksmanship/
SeattleU_M arksm a nship_Club/We lcome.htm I

For Information about Membership
Contact a Club Officer
President
Arthur Dodek

—

dodekal@seattleu.edu

Vice President
desilvak@seattleu.edu
Kyra De Silva
Treasurer
wintrubs@seattleu.edu
Sam Wintrub
—

—

Faculty Moderator
Tadie
206-296-5422
Dr.
—

The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com

Friday, Oct. 22
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Next new academic building will belong to
College of Science and Engineering, officials say
$350,000 Murdock Trust helps along S&E's plan

who feel crowded and inefficient in
the existing space.
"We all need a new building.
We are crammed on space, bursting
at the seams. One component of
the new building I'm excited about
is the Engineer Project Center. It
will be great to have a specific area
for engineering students, because
right now they are sort of scattered
all over the building," Thompson
said.

for the next three years

Dallas Goschie
StaffWriter

Bridging the gap between
classroom learning and real life

The College of Science and
Engineering has devoted itself to
building bridges. Both the literal
bridges students design and build,
and the figurative bridges spanning
the differences between the traditional sciences and new computer
sciences.
The college developed a five
year plan in 2008, with three years
left on the plan, The Spectator is
checking in to see how things are
progressing.
The school's plan consists offour
simple concepts: increase undergraduate student research opportunities, expand students' options
to study internationally, plan a new
academic building and broaden the
college's graduate program.
The process of developing the
plan involved connecting the
administration, the department
chairs, the general faculty and the
College Advisory Board.
After each of the departments
developed a list of directions they
thought the school should take,
Michael Quinn, dean of the College
ofScience and Engineering, worked
with the college advisory board to
whittle the list down into the plan's
four primary points.

lege, according to Quinn. They've
already made significant progress
in this area, having been awarded a $350,000 M.J. Murdock

experience is important

to

the col-

Charitable Trust grant, many of

S&E Three-year plan
Goals
1. Increase Undergraduate
Research
2. Expand International
Study Options
3. Plan a new Academic
Building
4. Broaden Graduate Program

We all need a new

building, we are
crammed

[...]

and

bursting at the seams.
Michael Thompson
Chair, Mechanical Engineering

which are granted throughout the
Pacific Northwest to promote scientific research and education to
increase undergraduate research
opportunities.
One of the school's priorities is
to create bridges between nations,
sending their students abroad to
learn and prepare for a life in the
working world.
"[lnternational education opportunities] are getting students
that perspective on outside culture
that can really open their eyes," said

always been more

department.
Thompson also serves as the faculty advisor to Engineers Without

undergraduate

Borders.
"I'm a firm believer in 'If you
don't go, you don'tknow.' [...] They
are valuable and important experiences," he said.
The school is also in the preplanning stages of constructing a
new building, to accommodate the
school's students as newer technologies continue to change the field.
"The president has said that
the next academic building to be
built would be for [the College of
Science and Engineering]," Quinn
said. "We are in the process of putting together a plan to be submitted to [Provost Crawford] and the

focused in engineering.
Sarah Kahr
Senior
One of the school's most ambitious goals is its desire to change
the makeup of its student body by
expanding the comparably small
graduate program.
"The College of Science and
Engineering has a very small graduate program compared to the
College of Arts and Sciences and
Albers," Quinn said. "Last May, the
board of trustees approved our new

president."
The need for the new building
faculty and students

computer science major. We went

from one graduate major to two. So

is obvious to

Thursday, October 28,2010^^
| Book signing to fotlow
Bk Pigott Auditorium, Seattle University
7:00 pm

RSVP requested:

gilesnifseattleu.edu
or (206) 296-2176
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81.

program."

Murdock Trust:

$350,000 granted
to college to

support plan
Sarah Kahr,

Seattle U has

Michael Thompson, chair of the
Civil and Mechanical engineering

we doubled die size ofour graduate

senior mechanical

engineering major, is less enthusiastic about the push for a more
substantial graduate program.
"Seattle University has always
been more undergraduate focused,
at least in engineering. It worries
me that they might focus on building graduate programs and detract
from the undergraduate programs,"
Kahr said.
Quinn is hopeful that the
changes would be successful on all
fronts and attract more students
into the college.
"Right now only 11 or 12
percent of students at Seattle U
are in the College of Science and
Engineering. I would hope that if
we are successful with these programs Science and Engineering students would have a higher profile
on campus," Quinn said.
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
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Medical Brigade
carries medical

$400

The national GMB organization helps
150,000 needy people every year

I

to accompany them.
A good percentage of
their medical supplies
are expected to be donated, but they believe a good number of large grant solicitation letters
will undoubtedly be necessary.
Abbey Beachy and Sarah
Osellame, the founders of the club,
have a lot of work ahead of them
but are confident in their abilities
to gather the funds.
"It's intimidating," Beachy said,
"but it's exciting because we'll be
working as a group to raise money
for our cause."

They have a timeline

set out for us so the

stress levels will be
reasonably minimized.
Sarah Osellame
Junior

Kaity Zech, who is in charge of
group finances, believes that by recruiting motivated individuals,the
club will be more than capable of
acquiring everything they need.
They hopefully would like to recruit some marketing students into
their fold to get the name of GMB
out into the community on a more
prolific level.
Based on the general interest in
humanitarianism on campus, turnout for the club's first meeting and
each one thereafter is expected to
be high.
"There's an energy that draws
people toward that," Zech said.
Members of the club will be
traveling to Honduras this summer
and will spend a small portion of
their time at an orphanage and the
remainder of their time in a GMB
established clinic.
The doctors will be performing
more complicated procedures such
as vaccinations.

Students will help with simpler
tasks such as recording patient
symptoms, shadowing health care
professionals and translating or
working in the mobile pharmacy
to fill prescriptions.
The organization's mission is as
follows:
Global Medical Brigades provides a holistic model for sustainable health care in under-served rural communities by treating patients
to the highest ethical standards.
The Brigades sponsor referrals to those with needs beyond
our capability, and working with
other GB programs to improve

7

GMAT
Prep Classes

supplies and aid
to needy nations
across the globe
Cover

the spectator

the water, sanitation and economic

www.seattleu.edu/albers/gmatprep/

infrastructures.
The mission statements is according to statements from several

Regardless of your
college plans, you'll
get something out
of this experience.

solartan

Abbey Beachy
Senior

Student Specials! Show Valid SU ID and receive:
GMB founding members.
While these far-reaching goals
might seem overwhelming, the
club representatives want to assure
students that the GMB folks do an
excellent job of aiding in the preparation process.
"They have a timeline set out
for us," Osellame said, "so the
stress levels will be reasonably
minimized."
They have 10 months to raise
the money for the brigade and
are trying to get a total of 15 to
20 students on board. If possible,
students will need to pay $750 each

1
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plus airfare.
However, according to the club
members, fundraising is key.
"The more money we make,the
less people will have to pay out of
pocket," Beachey said.

All majors are welcome, according to the Brigade's membership
information. The Global Medical
Brigade branch at Seattle U is
just starting, so membership is a
primary goal for the new club at
present time.
This is a good opportunity
for anyone interested in practical
medicine, humanitarian aid, international travel or international
community building through charitable services..
"Regardless of what you're planning to do after college, you'll get
something out of this experience,"
Beachey said.
Anyone who is interested should
be on the lookout for further
information.
The club reps expect to be holding an informational meeting within the next few weeks.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
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public
safety

reports

thespectator

recommends

A non-affiliate male was harassing students on the tennis courts.
Public Safety conducted a
check around the area, and issued a warning of a male matching the description provided.

H

UijJ Obama at UW

A student sustained a non-emergency ankle injury in the Connolly
Center. The student was
transported to the hospital.

rrrre

arts

I City Arts Fest

Malicious Mischief
Oct. 13,12:30am.

|J3¥TT|

Running from Oα. 20 to Oα. 23, City Arts
Fest will bring together talented musicians and artists to help celebrate what makes the Seattle arts
community great. Widi headliners like Belle and
Sebastian, Blue Scholars, Cat Power, Blitzen Trapper
and She & Him, die festival is sure to have something for everyone. Tickets are available for single
purchase, or die purchase of a wristband will grant
access to more than 35 events, including VIP access
to one of the mainstage events.

Public Safety discovered a graffiti
tag in the campus area. Facilities

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.

difficult of tasks, the next time you just can' t get
up for your 8 a.m. class because it would just be
the most difficult thing ever, just diink how much
more difficultit would be to survive the perils of the
Columbian Jungle. For six years. In captivity. This is
precisely what Ingrid Betancourt did, and she will
be sharing her story, as told in her new book Even
Silence Has an End: My Six Years ofCaptivity in the
Columbian Jungle," at Town Hall Seattle.

Rainn Wilson

Saturday night Rainn Wilson, and some ofhis
funny friends (including some fromThe Office), the
Presidents of the United States and John Roderick
from the Long Winters, will get together for an uproariously good timeat The Paramount. Beforehand
Wilson will be discussing service and his role with
the Mona Foundation. His talk will be free at The
Paramount with reserved seats. To reserve seats,
email your name, group and number of seats to
lizy@stgpresentsorg by Thursday.

Even if you don't agree with his politics, choice
of candidate endorsements or his choice of venue,
the President of the United States and master of
all things rhetorical will be at the University of
Washington in support of a rally being held for
Democratic senatorial candidate PattyMurray. The
UW rally is open to public, first come first serve,
with doors opening at 9:30 a.m.

Medical Assist
Oct. 12, 7:55 p.m.

through college can sometimes seem to be the most

COMEDY
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ON CAMPUS

mfJm Family Weekend!
the family
shows up yet again. At least they will buy you a
dinner thatdoesn't come pre-labeled as a hearty classic, and can finally provide you with those touches
that can really make a dorm room a home.

Just when you thought you were free,

LITERATURE/TALKS

byM Ingrid Betancourt
Although

at times it

religion

■MM Vespers
From 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Chapel of St.
Ignatius, participants in vespers have the opportunity to pray, sing, and listen to Gregorian chant, in
a 1,500year old form of monasticworship. It is held
every Tuesday eveningdirough Campus Ministry's
Tuesday Evenings of Prayer program.

njjrajj

music

MM Of Montreal
Of Montreal will fix the mid-quarter blues
and get you happy and dancing once again at The

seems like navigating

Paramount.
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6. Ire
7. Bronte heroine
8. June honoree
9. Sword.shaped
10. Bristly
11. Well-being
12. Dry and waterless

13. Tent stick
21. Aromatic herb
23. Dirty Harry's org.

25. Betelgeuse's constellation
26. Strikes out
27. Dress style

28. Stopwatch.holder
29. Sudden pains
30. People and places, e.g.
31. Have a feeling about
32. Beat by a hair
34. Film composer Stevens
37. Vindictive
38. Like a significant moment in
time

40. Bridle strap
41. Hurry
43. Aspect
44. Against
46. Assumed attitudes
47. Friends
48. One way to run
49. Extremely
50. Monetary unit of Thailand
51. Actor O'Shea
52. Monogram Itr.

53. Supplements, with "out"
56. That, in Tijuana
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Keeping Up with the Kardashians Now Available On Demand

Access all the entertainment you love, how and when you want.

DIGITAL STARTER TV AND
PERFORMANCE HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
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INCLUDES ESPN AND ESPN2

With the XFINITY Double Play you'll get:
XFINITY TV
Instantly access the latest TV shows and hit movies
On Demand most at no extra charge
Watch your favorite shows anytime, on TV and now
online at xfinity.com/tv

XFINITY INTERNET
Experience lightning-fast download speeds
Get award wiming NortOpTM Security Suite
($l6O value) included
Watch 3500
games
com/ESPN3

-

High-Speed

2gos)

Ask how you can Take Fast with You ™/

Call 1.888.836.6635 now or visit XFINITY4COLLEGE.COM
Also stop by our Comcast Retail locations at:
NORTHGATE MALL

Comcast Service Center
12645 Stone AveN, Seattle, 98133
M-Sat: 9am-7pm

(COmCaSt.

Offer ends 10/31/2010, and is limited to new residential customers. XFINITY™ service not available in all areas. Offer limited to Digital Starter TV, and Performance Internet service After 6 months or if any service is cancelled
or downgraded, regular charges apply. Comcast's current monthly service charge for Digital Starter TV is $25.99 $60.99 and for Performance Internet service is $42.95 $57.95,
depending on other services subscribed to TV
and Internet service limited to a single outlet. Equipment, installation, taxes and franchise fees extra. May not be combined with other offers. TV: Basic service subscription required to receive other levels of service On Demand
selections subject to charge indicated at time of purchase. Not all programming available in all areas. Internet: Internet Service: Speed comparison between Comcast Performance Internet and standard 1.5 DSL (downloads only)
Actual speeds vary and are not guaranteed. Not all features compatible with Macintosh systems. Money-Back Guarantee applies to one month recurring charges and standard installation up to $500 Call for restrictions and
complete details. Comcast © 2010. All rights reserved. Norton™ is a registered mark of Symantec Corporation.
-
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Check out our "It gets
better" project at

blog.su-spectator.com

getting
better?

Is

it

The Spectator examines SU and Capitol Hill to determine if
and how things are getting better for LGBTQ youth

scholubtake refug

LGBIQ studeni
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer

"I think it gives a safe space for

LGBTQ students," said the Triangle

The recent suicides of seven gay
teenagers has reminded the nation
of the importance ofproviding lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and
questioning (LGBTQ) youth with
support groups.
In September and October, Justin
Aaberg, Cody Barker, Asher Brown,
Raymond Chase, Tyler Clementi,
Billy Lucas and Seth Walsh all committed suicide after enduring harassment from

classmates and peers for

being gay.
The suicide of Clementi, in parmost national
attention. Clementi, a freshman at
Rutgers University, ended his life
after discovering that his roommate
secretly filmed him kissing another
boy in their dorm room. His roommate, Dharun Ravi, also broadcasted
the video online.
LGBTQ groups across the nation
have been pushing for school administrators to take more responsibility
when dealing with homophobic bullying. In the meantime, LGBTQ support groups seek to provide younger
people with the help they need to
navigate young adulthood.
At Seattle University, the Triangle
Club works to provide the university's LGBTQ students with resources
and community.

ticular, received the

Club's vice president, junior Erin
McGuire.
The club's president, senior
Roman Christiaens became involved with the Triangle Club as a

sophomore.
"I was a leader at the New
Student Retreat, and I sort of used
that as an opportunity to come
out," he said. "So I was looking for a

community."
At recent meetings, members of
the Triangle Club have discussed the
suicides of teenagers like Aaberg and

Clementi.
"We had small group time, and
we had members talk about high
school," said the Triangle Club's
treasurer, sophomore Georgia
Russell. "At college, people should
have a place where they can express

themselves."
The Triangle Club also plans to
participate in national LGBTQ support movements.

On Oct. 20, LGBTQ people
the country will wear purple
in honor of the teenagers who committed suicideand to show their support ofthe LGBTQ community. The
Triangle Club's members will take
part in the spirit day and have been
promoting others at Seattle U to do
the same.
"Wear Purple Day is a great way
across

to show others we're proud, of ourselves, of our sexuality," Christiaens

GLAM member, agrees. "This is a
small school," she said. "We're pretty
open."
Greg Jones, a teacher at the
Northwest School, founded GLAM
in the early 2000s. "I thought we
needed a GSA," he said.
Members ofthe Triangle Club be-

said.
The Triangle Club will also
film its own "It Gets Better" video
as a part of Seattle advice columnist Dans Savage's "It Gets Better"
YouTube project.
Savage's project is aimed at the

LGBTQ youth currently being

targeted for harassment because of
their sexuality. Dozens upon dozens
of formerly bullied lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender adults from
around die world have posted videos
describing the maltreatment diey received when they were younger and
how their lives have since improved.
Although the videos demonstrate an
international trend of intolerance
in schools towards people in the

lieve that Seattle U also offers good
support for their LGBTQ students.
The Triangle Club regularly works
with the Office of Multicultural
Affairs, and Campus Ministry helps
the club plan their annual off-campus retreat.
"I don't want to speak for anyone

else, but from my experience, Seattle
University is a very open environment," Christiaens said.
Others believe there are areas
where the university could improve,
too. Mike Fitts, assistant professor
of sociology and the faculty adviser
for the Triangle Club, would like to
see more classes relating to LGBTQ
culture offered by the university.
"I don't think there are enough
courses on campus that deal with
this," said Fitts.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com

LGBTQ community, not all of the
students at middle and high schools
behave that way.
The Northwest School, a private
middle and high school on Capitol
Hill, has a gay-straight alliance club
called Gays, Lesbians and More
(GLAM). Max, a senior and a member ofGLAM, doesn't feel as though
the club deals with major instances
of prejudice.
"Here at GLAM, we're not addressing any one issue in particular,"
he said. "We're providing support for
other students."
Helen, a junior and another

Photo courtesy of Wells Dunbar

"It gets better" project.
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Recent studies offer a startling illustration of life for
students experiencing antihomophobic bullying
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Gay suicide not a 'new
phenomenon', CAPS weighs in
Ellie White

Staff Writer
The coverage of the recent
suicides by gay high school and
college students has people wondering whether or not things really getting better for the LGBT
community. The Spectator asked
the on-campus experts from the
Office of Multicultural Affairs

and Counseling and Psychological
Services for their professional
opinion.

"The recent tragic deaths covered in the media reflect a long,
ongoing problem that is often less
visible," said CAPS Psychologist
Dr. Susan Hawkins.
"I know that the stories that
are receiving recent media attention focus on the tragedy of suicides among youth but there
are countless other stories (which
aren't getting as much attention)
about how queer and trans youth
demonstrate strength and create
affirming, safe communities," said
Monica Nixon ofOMA.
In terms of on campus resources, Nixon adds, OMA provides programming and provides
affirming spaces for queer and
trans students in partnership
—

SGLFF,

with Campus Ministry, Housing
and Residence Life, and countless others. Additionally there
are several student organizations
dedicated exclusively to the LGBT
community and its allies. The
Triangle Club, Trans and Allies
Club and OutLaws are a few such
organizations.

9.7 percent of SU
students seriously
considered suicide

once or more in 2007
The Seattle U School ofLaw
OutLaws is a student-run organization as well as a member organization of the National LGBT Bar
Association. The organization provides legal information about current issues facing the community
and seeks to further outreach to
the LGBT and allied population.
The most recent data on the
subject is based on the National
College Health Assessment Survey
and found that in 2007, 9.7 percent ofSeattle University students

seriously considered attempting
suicide once or more during the
academic year. CAPS Psychologist

Emma McAleavy
Volunteer Writer

Dr. Jay Robertson-Howell says that
this data is in line widi national averages on college campuses.
"Suicides ofyoungLGBT individuals is not a new phenomenon
although it may seem this way
with the recent news coverage."
Robertson-Howell said. "An unfortunate statistic is that LGBT
youth are overrepresented in suicide statistics. With that said, identifying as LGBT is not a precursor
to suicide."
Both OMA and CAPS want to
reiterate theresilience of theLGBT
community and the importance of
the efforts of its allies. "Although
it's true that prejudice and discrimination against LGBT people
put these youths at increased risk
for suicide, most LGBT youths
live engaged and productive lives.
Resiliency and discrimination live
side by side," Robertson-Howell
said. "If we decrease homophobia,
biphobia and transphobia, LGBT
youth suicide will decrease."

Secondary and post-secondary
everywhere are taking
their temperatures regarding homophobia, bullying and LGBTQ

Ellie may be reached at
ewhite@su-spectator.com

15 gay years later

Kassi Rodgers

News Editor
More often than not, anything
gay in Seattle is ghettoized on
Capitol Hill, but Seattle Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival, now in its
15th year, has expanded its reach
to odier parts of the city. For queer
youth in Seattle, SGLFF is also one
of the only extended events that is
18 and older.
"We are very cognizant of that
fact." saidRachel Brister, Executive
Director of the Three Dollar Bill
Cinema.
"Almost all of the film screenings are open to everyone, but it's
true that there aren't a lot places for

[gay youth].
Besides offering programming

that is accessible to youth, SGLFF
in partnership with Reel Queer
Youth gives teenagers (13 to 19)
the chance to make films of their

film.
The films created by youth

in-

volved in Reel Queer Youth are
screened during the film festival.
Besides the annual film festival,
Three Dollar Bill Cinema hosts
an Outdoor Movie series in Cal
Anderson Park during the summer,
a spring film series, and one of the
only transgendered film festivals in
the world.
One of the most provocative
screenings this year is "Bullied."
A documentary directed by Bill
Brummel, about one student, Jamie
Nabozny, who sues his school district for not protecting him from

"More can be done,"
trans students say

anti-gay bullying. Nabozny's case
was the first of its kind, and led to
a landmark decision.
"We had already put "Bullied"
in the program, and then youth
suicides [as a result of] bullying
started being talked about nationally, and I think people are starting
to take notice," said Jason Plourde,
Programming Director for Three
Dollar Bill Cinema.
"Bullied" is a free screening held
at the Broadway

Performance Hall

Oct. 20. A panel discussion, following the film, presented by the
on

Safe Schools Coalition will address
bullying in Seattle schools.

institutions

communities on their campuses.

Seattle University took the
initiative to extend partner benefits to gay and lesbian professors
before Washington state began
legislating it.
Seattle U remains on the forefront of providing services to the
LGBTQ community on campus, and transgender students
specifically are now are asking
more of students as well as the
administration.
TheProvost and vice president
have recently launched a task
force to look into gender identity
on campus and to see how the
university can be more supportive
ofits transgender students. The
school has also added a clause to

the anti-discrimination policy to
include transgender students.
"Personally speaking, I think
Seattle University is doing a great
job," said Dr. Jay RobertsonHowell, counseling and psychological services counselor.
But Casey Jones, a member of
the student club Trans and Allies
says, "There is still a lot of work
to be done."
In a world designed to accommodate people whose gender is
the same as their sex, daily life
can be impossibly hard, scary and
even traumatizing.

Non-transgender (or cis-genare probably not
aware of the daily trials a transgender student faces.
"Going to the bathroom can
sometimes be a life threatening
situation," says Jones, to say nothing of navigating roommates and
housing assignments.
"You don't know it until you
experience it, but being misgendered by people, [...] does break
der) students

away at your sense of security in
your identity," says Jones.
Trans and Allies was formed
two years ago by a transgender
student who felt there was an absence of a support network and
a safe space. The Triangle Club,
already in existence at that time,
was not sufficiendy supportive of
its transgender members, according to some transgender students.
In fact, a general lack of support
for transgender students has led
some Trans and Allies club members to refer to the "T" inLGBTQ
as a "silent T."
"Bathrooms would be a good
place to start," said Jones when
asked what the university can do
to improve life for transgender
students—there are just three
dual gender bathrooms on campus. Whatever the next step for
Seattle U is, it is clear that this
is the frontier in Seattle Us efforts to exemplify a socially just
community.

Emma McAleavy may be

reached at mcaleavy®
seattleu.edu

Wear Purple to
Remember
Wear Purple Day was created to acknowledge and remember the
lives of the seven gay youth who committed suicide as a result of
homophobic bullying and harrassment. Also known as "Spirit Day,"
millions are expected to don purple to show solidarity on Oct. 20.

Kassi may be reached at
krodgers@su-spectator.com

Jon Polkal The

Spectator
Trevor Brown | The Spectator
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Seattle U DJ's spin heads
When asked about the importance of the student fan-base here
Seattle U

scale of one to
"It's
At this school there are students from all over the nation and
when they support us they also
bring back a good name for us to
their hometowns."
Marcus, in regards to student
enthusiasm, said, "People are interested in it and have a certain degree
of pride because it's from SU." He
went on to say how the University
was a good place for support because of the small community that
we have here.
Julia Lindeman, a freshmen
international studies major, is also
an impassioned DJ. Julia, however, specializes in a variety of subgenres such as House, Grime, and
Dubstep. This broad specialization,
which is some what paradoxical, has
offered Lindeman a wide variety of
opportunities to play at different
venues for different people.
"When I'm playing at the Comet
Tavern they want me to play House
music, but when I'm playing at the
Vera Project they want me to play
at

on a

Justis unequivocally said,

ten
a ten.

Dubstep."

Alex

John Beaton

Staff Writer
When people think about
Seattle, many things often come to
mind: the rain, coffee, brooding individuals writing a screenplay in the
rain while drinking coffee, and of
course, music. Music, whether it be
angsty grunge or melodic indie, has
played an important role in shaping Seattle's character. A newer type
of music that is gaining popularity
within Seattle and its universities
is dubstep and remixed hip-hop.
The younger generation it seems
to be appealing to has increased
the number of student artists that
create it.

Seattle University happens to
have an ever-growing population
of hip-hop and electronic DJ's,
MC's and fans.

Marcus D and Julia Lindeman
are two DJ's that hope to use the
school community and their own
connections to further their musical pursuits. Both Lindeman and
Marcus are DJ's, which for those of
you currently residing under a rock,
is an abbreviation for Disk Jockey.
DJ's play a wide variety of music
such as "House" or Hip-Hop, just
to name a few.
Marcus D, a junior communication studies major who is also studying Japanese, plays hip-hop infused
with jazz. One of the individuals
that helped inspire Marcus to make
this type of music was a producer
from Japan. His influence and connections helped Marcus create his
own sound and make his mark here
at Seattle U and abroad.
"Pretty much in all my spare
time I make music," said Marcus.

This passion for what he does gives
Marcus hope of making this into
his career. Marcus primarily works
with two MC's. One of them is
named "Substantia]" who Marcus

People are interested
in it and have a certain

amount of pride
because it's from SU.
Marcus D
Seattle University Student, DJ

intermittently works with and
cently toured with in Japan.

re-

Pierce | The Spectator

The other MC is known as Justis

and is also a junior at Seattle U.
Marcus and Justis have a group
Known as "Quarter After" that they
formed their freshmen year. Justis

and Marcus are also from the same
town of Auburn, WA and started
making music together when they
were sophomores in high school.
The experiences that they have had
over the years and the fans they've
picked up along the way have
helped them tremendously in their
musical support thus far. While
in Seattle they perform locally at
venues such as theVera Project and
Chop Suey when they're not playing house shows for students.
However, because it can be difficult to book shows at 21 plus
venues when you're a student, the
importance ofhouse shows and the
student fans are significant.

Lindeman got a large majority
ofher influence and her start while
visiting Japan two summers ago.
While there she decided to pick up
some turntables and a sound system and started practicing. When
she returned to Japan last summer a
friend of hers, who is an event planner there, got her a couple of gigs
playing at clubs. Lindemman said,
"The whole experience was amazing
and really eye opening. When I got
back I started to take it very seriously." Lindeman has played with a
local DJ named "DJ Phantom" and
has been able to learn and benefit
from his connections in that scene.
However, Julia wants to really reach
out and gain better connections
here at Seattle U and eventually
play for the students.
She is hopeful that this plan will
come to fruition because of the real
sense of community that she feels
here.
What seems to be clear from
these examples is the importance
of support from a local fan base.
The popularity of the music that
these individuals play is clearly
defined among the student body.
Any body that steps into most parties, walks down a resident hall, or
scrolls through someone's music
library can find, hear, or see this
musical presence. What Marcus,
Julia, and Justis are doing is tapping
into that popularity and giving the

students something they

want to

listen to, and something that gives
them pride because its being made
by fellow students.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com

October 20, 2010
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JOEY
BUTLER
Dubstepping all over campus

Sawyer Purman | Special to The Spectator

Not only is Joey Butler an exceptional DJ, he also has the power to morph space and time, as the above picture illustrates

Joey Butler, DJ name Kid Simple, is making a name for
himself around Seattle University.
Kelli-Anne Hok
Volunteer Writer

A mere three years into the
dubstep scene, and Joey Butler,
otherwise known by his DJ name
Kid Simple, has already been
signed under four different mu-

like you get up there and perform
produce his own tracks.
He gained exposure by sending your song and everyone's watching
his tracks to music blogs and local you, it's more like interacting with
low key so I think he told us like DJs in Seattle, one of which was the dance floor."
A few of Butler's favorite duba week after it happened," said juShift Recordings.
"I started sending music to
nior philosophy major and close
friend Charles Dickson. "He was [Shift] and then eventually they
like, 'Oh yeah, I've got an album wanted to release it, and that's
coming out.' Like it was kind of where I got my first release. They I like showing
nothing."
helped me get gigs and it all went
people your music
Dubstep emerged out of from there," Butler said.

London's garage

He was like, 'Oh,
I've got an album

coming out.' Like
it was nothing.
Charles Dickson

Close friend of Butler
sic labels. He could boast, but
doesn't—not even when his music
was released for the first time by
Shift Recordings.
Butler didn't even mention the
release to his friends right away.
"It was funny because he's very

scene

in the late

'90s. Dubstep remains a term with
vague meaning, but its basic classification stresses its emphasis on
the bass line.
"It's a type of electronic dance
music. It's kind of categorized by
its tempo and the style ofbeat so
it's generally around 140 beats per
minute-that's the tempo-and it's
generally half-step style beats,"
Butler explained. "The other sort
ofelement is that it has heavy subbass and it's oriented around the
bass line."
When he first started, Butler
was DJing and producing hip hop,
but eventually grew bored with die
genre. After browsing die Internet,
Butler said he came across dubstep
and liked it so much that he began

to

Since then, Butler has been
to numerous shows and clubs
both in and out of Seattle, and his
tracks have been played on dubstep radio stations. "I've seen him
play shows where it's packed, and
I've seen him play shows where it's
like a Tuesday night and there's no
turn out. He doesn't give a damn.
He just keeps playing like it's some
sold-out show," Dickson said.
When Butler speaks about music, his passion for it is clear.
"I just like music a lot, obviously, and it's my way of expressing myself. I like that it's a way
of creating music and showing
people your music without being
sort of like a rock star. It's kind
of more a shared experience when
you perform," said Butler. "It's not

DJ

without being sort
of a rockstar.
Joey Butler

DJ
who have been his biggest influences include Distance,
Eskimo and Starkey. "[Starkey is]
the first well-known DJ to play my
music so as well as being an influence, he helped me a lot," Butler
said.
In a short period of time, Butler
has made his talent known within
the world of dubstep, but he lets
his music speak for itself.
"He's very humble, but when
step

DJs

he's up there playing his music,
it's funny because you get to see a
different side of him. He gets really pumped and he's got a very
big presence considering how he's
usually a quiet person," Dickson

said.
In the future, Butler hopes to
continue on in the music industry.
"I hope to get to the point where
I'm releasing enough music and
playing enough shows that I can
sort of live off of that, but also I
want to start a small record label
just to put out music cause there's
a lot ofreally sick music that I've
come across through DJ-ing that
isn't being released and should
be."
Butler is currently signed by
three additional music labels:
Brap Dem! Recordings, Phantom
Hertz Recordings and Double
Drop Recordings. He headlined
his first show diis past Friday night
at Club Contour. Check out some
ofhis tracks at www.myspace.com/
kidsimple.
Kelli-Anne may be reached at
hok@seattleu.edu
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The Deal: From Oct. 20
23, City Arts Fest is getting all
artsy and festive in our very own
Seattle. Crazy amounts of crazy
good bands, authors, poets and
performers will be doing their
thing everywhere from Benaroya
Hall to Town Hall for your personal enjoyment. Take advantage
of this fortuitous opportunity.
to

How can I take advantage of this fortuitous opportunity?.- There are a couple
of ways. The most cost effective
option: the wristband. For $60
you gain access to every show and
event, and as an added bonus, you
may choose to put your name on
the VIP list for one of the mainstage events. The second option,

|

City

Arts

for those of you who wish to feel
very very important: the VIP wristband. For $ 125 you can get access
to every event and your name on
the VIP list at every darn event. If
you purchase this wristband, you
are required to wear sunglasses
and talk on your cell phone the
whole time, because you are more
important than the rest of us and

Cat Power

Bigßoi

Trevor Brown

at

su-spectator.Gom/entertainment
Fest

it is your duty. The last option:
single tickets. Any of the shows
and event associated with the festival are available to those without
wristbands, all you have to do is
buy a ticket like normal.
This sounds great! I like die
idea of being a very important
person. I often feel unrecognized for my exceptional

Gogol Bordello

importance. But wait, who's
going to be performing at
this thing anyway? I need to
let them know ahead of time
of my importance: You may
write to any of the individuals or
groups below to notify them of
your importance.

She & Him

The spectator

Blue Scholars
DJ/Producer Sabzi and MC
Geologic comprise the sharp and
soulful duo ofBlue Scholars arguably the most identifiable and wellknown group in the Seattle hip hop
scene. In 2002, Blue Scholars were
officially formed. Two years later,
they released their first self-entitled
album which was named Album of
the Year by the Seattle Weekly in
2004. Since then, Blue Scholars
has continued to gain attention
for their candid lyrics, expressing
both their political beliefs and personal recollections in a total of six
albums.
—

Kelli-Anne may be reached at
hok@seattleu.edu

She & Him
Their songs are lively yet tender, a result of the complimentary
combination of Zooey Deschanel's
voice and M. Ward's guitar. This
duo is She & Him, a fairly new indie-folk band that quickly attracted
much interest since their first album release in 2008. Though their
lyrics sing of heartbreak, the melody is upbeat, giving a breezy air
to sad words. Some may recognize
Deschanel from the movie "500
Days of Summer," in which she
stars as Summer and sings "Sugar
Town" during one of the scenes.
She & Him currently have two albums released: "Volume One" and
"Volume Two."
Kelli-Anne may be reached at
hok@seattleu.edu

Macklemore
Ben Haggerty, otherwise known
Macklemore, is a hip hop artist native to Seattle. The emcee has
been part of the hip hop Seattle
scene for the past several years,
first starting when he was in high
school and then performing in
Capitol Hill. Macklemore released
his first album "The Language of
my World" in 2005, and his second, "The Unplanned Mixtape" in
2009. Much like other rap artists,
Macklemore's lyrics speak on life
experiences and political views,
such as his song about former
President Bush, in which he raps
from the perspective ofBush: "Our
country is at war, but I don't give a
shit, I'm rich."
as

Kelli-Anne may be reached at
hok@seattleu.edu

Belle &

Sebastian

It's been four long years since
"TheLife Pursuit", but the Scottish
seven-piece band is finally back.
Blissful indie pop masters Belle
&

Sebastian—nearly 15-years-old

now and still playing strong—is
coming back to Seattle on their last
US stop. With influences such as
The Smiths and Bob Dylan, Belle
& Sebastian have made
music that
critics have called "wistful pop."
They formed in 1996, coming
into a scene ripe with chamber pop
music. It began with the humble
intentions of creating only two albums and then calling it quits to
keep the band from running their
lives. Luckily, their steadily growing cult following kept them from
going their separate ways. Now,
the band is coming to Seattle's
City Art's Fest, touring for their
recently released album, "Write

About Love." See them Benaroya
Hall on October 20th with guests
The Trashcan Sinatras.
Thad may be reached at
thiga@su-spectator.com

Gogol
Bordello
Gogol Bordello is currently both
the most multicultural and hardest working band out there. Since
forming in 1999, the band from
New York's Lower East Side has
been touring ceaselessly, successfully infecting audiences internationally with their high energy onstage
presence. The band is considered
the sole creators of the "gypsy punk
genre," a mesh ofEastern European
sounds with punky guitar riffs.
Instruments of choice include accordion, saxophone, and fire sand
bucket (a bucket used to put out
fire, presumably).
The origin of the band's name
draws from

two

distinct

Big Boi
Not only does Big Boi have
his own playable character in the
"Def Jam: icon" video game but he
is also a registered pit bull breeder.
The rapper that is Antwan Andre
Patton is originally from Savannah,
Georgia, where he met music collaborator and other halfof hip hop
duo Outkast, Andre 3000, during
the '90s.
The year 2008 was met with the
premier of Big Boi's first collaboration with the Atlanta Ballet. The
ballet was titled "big" and featured
Atlanta ballet dancers as well as
talented local youth from Big Boi's
nonprofit organization Big Kidz.
More recently, he collaborated with
Chuck Taylor on sneakers featuring
the Big Boi logo.
He released his highly anticipated first solo album "Sir Lucious
Left Foot: The Son ofChico Dusty"
in July 2010 after several years of
work. The album features collaborations widi Raekwon, Andre 3000,
and Gucci Mane among others.

sources.

Gogol refers to influential Russian/
Ukrainian writer Nikolai Gogol,
who earns half the name for his
work in incorporating Ukrainian
culture into Russian life. The author holds significance to frontman Eugene Hutz, a Ukrainian native. Bordello means "gentlemen's
club" in Italian.
The band has released five studio recordings, including its most
recent album, "Trans-Continental
Hustle," drawing inspiration from
Hutz's move to Brazil in 2008.
Gogol Bordello has also performed
at Bumbershoot twice, in 2003 and
2008 and at Sasquatch in 2009.
Ellie may be reached at
ewhite@su-spectator.com

Ellie may be reached at
ewhite@su-spectator.com

Lucy Schwartz
Many people have probably
listened to a Lucy Schwartz song
without knowing it: playing over
a montage of clips in "Grey's
Anatomy," trilling across the opening credits in "The Women." For
an artist who has experienced the
benefits of Hollywood recognition, Schwartz remains grounded
and consistently produces enjoyable, charming tracks. Schwartz,
who plays the piano in many of
her songs, sings in a rich and girlish voice. Her songs often possess
playful melodies and are especially
enjoyable to listen to while walking

up on lazy weekend mornings. She
offers up interesting tidbits about
herself to the public—while her
first name means light, her last
name means dark, for example, and
she often weaves those opposites
into her music. For those who can't
make Schwartz's City Fest performance, check out her music videos
for the songs "Gravity" and "I Don't
Know A Thing." Schwartz designed
the music video for "Gravity" and it
provides a glimpse into her style.

Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com

Cat Power
Aside from having a fantastic
name, singer-songwriter Cat Power
her real name is Chan Marshall also
possesses a fantastic voice and an ear
for melody. Her songs often feature
a definitive instrument, which she
uses to set die songs mood. In "Sea
Of Love", die strum of an Autoharp
adds to die whimsy of die song and
makes a wonderful accompaniment
for Powers breathy, lilting vocals.
The strong, repetitive beat of a
drum in her remake of the classic
"New York, New York" sets the song
apart from her sweeter tunes; the
song's slow melody gives her version
the gritty city feeling of modern New
York City, not die shining beacon
Frank Sinatra crooned about.
If you listen to Lucy Schwartz
while drifting awake on weekend
mornings, you listen to Cat Power
when you come home from work
and crack open a bottle of red
wine. Power has die same charm as
Schwartz, but her music possesses a
slighdy mature edge.
-

-

Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
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MFA student's 'quiet' outreach
Olivia Johnson
Editorial Assistant
In a world overwhelmed with
noise and sound, the goal of one
organization is quite different.
"We want to be quiet so peoples
voices can be heard," said Matt
Hornbeck, founding member of
the interdisciplinary arts community simply called "quiet."
According to Hornbeck, the
goal of the community is to create
a venue for people to explore art
with an open mind and look at how
that provides a landscape for social
change—principles taught and emphasized in the Master in Fine Arts
program both Matt and co-founder
Roxy Horbnbeck are enrolled in at
Seattle University.
"It helps to show that art can be
a catalyst for change," said Geoff
Ramler, programs director for

"quiet."
Although ideas for what would
become "quiet" began circulating in 2004, it
FILM

was not

Hornbecks, who have been married for over eight years, completed graduate school in Arizona
and moved here that the program
finally began to take shape.
"We knew we needed to be in
Seattle, and were passionate about
the city and the arts being produced
in the city," said Matt. "The program at Seattle U was indispensable to creating a sustainable and

thoughtful structure to 'quiet.'"
One of the

most

important

as-

pects of "quiet" stressed by both
Matt and Roxy is community and

the partnerships formed not just
within the group, but with other
members of the community. This
focus worked to form the group's
first major production, entitled
"Pick-Up Artist: The Musical,"
which premiered last Friday at
Washington Hall and will play
up through next week. The musical explores themes of masculinity
and the idea that men in society are

violently.
The production is die first

taught

until the

to act out

in the

season working under the theme of
enGender Bender: Exploring our
Social Blueprint. The theme and
production were chosen based on
monthly community discussions.
"We always want to have a culture of inclusion so that we are always inviting people to be a part
and contribute to the creation of
what we're doing," said Matt.
On a larger scale, partnerships
with quiet include the Gay, Lesbian,
Straight Education Network,
Eastside Domestic Violence
Program, and the Northwest Men's
Project, which are all partners in
the production of the show.
However, one of the most important partnerships for the organization is the one with Seattle
U, which provided them with the
resources they needed at a time
when the Hornbecks were ready
to launch the program. This included connecting them to the
Shunpike organization, which offers small to mid-size arts groups
with their business models, and

allows quiet to function as a nonprofit organization.
"We can't praise the MFA program enough," said Roxy. "It's
been integral to our success with

'quiet.'"
For the founders of 'quiet,'
the main goals of the organization are not only to add a voice to
the dialogue about social change,

but provide others a voice in the
dialogue, and see change in the

world.
"We know that the world can

change, and can help to open up
the dialogue little by little," said
Matt.

Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com

Jon Polka | The Spectator

By keeping the noise down, 'quiet' hopes to speak out on issues

Facebook movie 'liked' by everybody
Kelton Sears
Entertainment Editor

In case you were wondering,
yes, "The Social Network" is one
of the best movies of the past decade, and yes, I'd go so far as to say
it defines our generation. All those
r
.wning critics were right.
So now that that's out of
the way—let's talk about Mark
Zuckerberg. "The Social Network"
makes Zuckerberg, the founder of
Facebook, look like a big fat jerk.
And he is. Played brilliandy by Jesse
Eisenberg, he stabs all ofhis friends
in the back, mumbles scathing verbal barbs almost non-stop and slicks
his curly wet hair back in a way that
will make you shudder. Yet, you root

for this guy, largely because he's just
so unbelievable.
"The Social Network" is one of
the few movies you will see in your
life where your jaw will almost constantly be on the floor from start
to finish without the aid of giant
explosions, robots, or giant exploding robots.
The script's ability to convey
the sheer tenacity and genius of
Zuckerberg is what makes this
work. As a Harvard sophomore,
he and friend Eduardo Saverin
(future Facebook CFO) crank out
a website called "Facemasb" that
compares the hotness of Harvard
girls in one night. They scrawl
complicated algorithms for the
site on their window and giggle to

themselves drunkenly as they hack
into Harvard's high-security servers.
The site gets 22,000 hits by 4 a.m.
and crashes Harvard's system.
This is just the opening scene.
"The Social Network," I warn
you, will make you feel lazy. As a
college sophomore myself, I felt severely underwhelming and incompetent after watching Zuckerberg
and associates CHANGE THE
FACE OF THE PLANET at the
age of 20.
The story plays out like a soap
opera (I mean that in the best way
possible). There are crazy girlfriends, sleezeballs, drugs, alcohol,
breakups, lawsuits, twins and lots of
collared shirts layered under sweaters. The film moves at breakneck

speed—the dialogue exchange rate
is almost equivalent to a 1940s detective film. While you might not
understand half the things they're
saying (either because it's computer
coding lingo or Harvard-speak) you
still get all of the story. Your confusion almost adds to the fun—it
shows how this group of wunderkinds are on a different level than

everybody else.
While it has been admitted in
articles that parts of the story in
the screenplay were fabricated to
make everything more interesting,
a large chunk of the story is true.
This makes it all the more bizarre
to see how a group ofkids our age,
with a little bit of ambition and
a whole lot of drive, can become

millionaires and change the way
people interact with each other.
The fact that they do it themselves
without the aid of corporations or
businesses underscores this strange
and exciting new aspect of our
generation: we are pretty much
unbounded in our potential to be
successful on our own thanks to the
Internet. We all use Facebook. All
of us. It's got 500 million users in
almost every country on the planet.
It's strange to remember how it all
got started in one awkward guy's
bedroom.
But it's a delight to watch.
Kelton may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.
com

Swing club steps on to the floor, needs men
Thad Higa

dancing where you pop and lock
synthesized, faux R&B. No,

Staff writer

to

Actual dance seem almost foreign in head-bob Seattle, where
the dance floors are gray with
dust. But Adrian Kirn and Rachel
Klein mean to change that.
What is quickly taking root
on campus isn't the kind of

it's swing dance, born and bred
from the jazzy Harlem community of the 1900's. Kirn and Klein
came together to form the swing
dance club, reviving and remixing a community that existed
three years ago.
"It'll be taught by students

and learned by students, so it will
be very student oriented," Klein
said. Lessons will be repeated so
that students can jump into a
meeting without feeling behind.
The only other place to learn
swing dance nearby is at the
Century Ballroom, but the prices might be a turn off, especially

for the club, saying, "It is a new
club that has a lot of promise.
The atmosphere is fun and lively.
Swing club gives you the opportunity to learn a social dance that
has been going on for almost 100

dragged me up to the Century
Ballroom."
That's when he discovered
his passion for swing dance, and
brought Klein with him.
"Swing dance opened up a
new realm for me," said Klein.
years."
the
club
Though
initially had
Upon talking about their
over 180 sign-ups for their mailplans for the future of the club,
and
sometimes
has
over
to
they explained their intening list
indebted
40
their
meettion to hold a big dance in the
college
people attending
financially
dances,
and
still
in
students.
they are
Campion Ballroom, as well as
ings
is
need
of
more
attendees.
Mainly, possibly hiring dancers Mark
"Century Ballroom expensive—we're trying to make swing the club needs men.
Kihara and Darla Weideman
dancers,"
more
accessible
the
"We
need
male
said
from the Century Ballroom to
dance
to
students," Klein said.
Klein.
come and provide some profesclub
focuses
sional lessons.
The swing dance
They are constantly encourag"It's something communal
—as
their
name
states
—four
to
even
on
on
ing guys
join,
writing
main swing dances, including
their sign-up sheets, "Do it for that everyone can relate to," said
Lindy Hop, East Coast, West the ladies." Though this lack of Klein.
The main goal of the club
Coast and Balboa. Kirn and Klein gender balance could merely be
explained that they will mainly be a reflection of the school's own seems to be—even more so then
teaching students the Lindy Hop gender ratio, Kirn suggests that learning how to impress that
and East Coast because these two it is something different.
special someone at the parties
are the most popular dances in
"Guys don't think dancing is forming a fun community that
cool," said Kirn, "but guys who can provide relief from the daily
the Seattle area. They hold general meetings to discuss their plans don't think dancing is cool are rigors of school.
as a club the first Wednesdays of
total fools."
"The music gets in your body,"
each month, and they plan to
He himself speaks out of expesaid Kirn "and I Charleston to
class."
start regular dance lessons within rience, for he had the same doubts
the next couple of weeks.
as a senior in high school.
Freshman Shanti Edison"I was reluctant at first, Thad may be reached at
Lahm described his enthusiasm and then some of my friends thiga@su-spectator.com
—

Sarah Hiraki | The Spectator

Co-presidents Adrian Kim and Rachel Klein get snazzy on the floor
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Club sports make athletics accessible for all
Seattle U offers a wide variety of
club sports open to all students
Ellie White
Staff Writer

Men's Lacrosse
For the Seattle University men's
lacrosse team, the origin of the
game is as important as the game
itself. As North America's original
sport, lacrosse was played by Native
Americans as both a past time and
as a training strategy for war. Today
some Native American nations have
their own leagues, but at the high
school and college level competition can be hard to come by.
Club president Peter Schoffelen
admits, "The game is much bigger
on the East Coast but is still relatively unheard of out here (I have
had people ask me if my lacrosse
stick was for butterfly catching)."
Schoffelen describes the game as
a combination ofsoccer, basketball
and full-contact hockey. Lacrosse,
also known as "the fastest game on

feet," has not been a permanent
fixture at Seattle U in recent years
as players have been hard to come
by, but with the help of new coach
Tom Challinor, this year promises
to be different.
Practices are held Thursday
nights from 10 p.m. to 11 p.m.
in the Astro gym located in the
Connolly Center. All are welcome regardless of experience. At
this time the men's lacrosse team
is not formally a part of a league,
focusing mostly on informal games
two

and scrimmages, but the team has
high hopes for future involvement
with the Pacific Northwest Club
Lacrosse League.
Table Tennis
This year marks only the second season for the Seattle U Table
Tennis Club. Last year's recreational
get-togethers and weekly practices
were met with tremendous interest by the student body. So much

so, in fact, that founding members George Lauer, president, and
Jonathan Yu, vice president, rented
a U-Haul truck and gathered the
table tennis tables from the residence halls and student center for
a five-table tournament. The young
club later went on to compete in
a table tennis tournament hosted

byUW.
"This year, the incoming freshmen are showing more support
than ever with us hosting practices with 10 plus members every
Monday and Tuesday from 6 p.m
to 8 p.m." Lauer said. "Since what
still holds back this club is the lack
of tables to play on, paperwork is
now being processed to buy two
more brand new tables by the end
ofNovember."
The tables will be right on
time for the National Collegiate
Table Tennis Association Division
Northwest meet in Portland this
November. The club is always looking for new members to join in the
competitive spirit, with no experience necessary.

Baseball
Every Wednesday from 7 p.m
9 p.m. in the Astro gym, Seattle
Us club baseball team warms up,
polishes their skills and prepares
for the upcoming season. Although
games do not start until the first
weekend of April, club president
Nathan Motsinger and some 10-20
baseball enthusiasts will continue
to meet informally this quarter
to stay in shape. Motsinger adds
that right now practices are about
"keeping people going throughout
the year and keeping people in that
mindset" but next quarter the club
sport will gather twice a week in
anticipation of the spring season.
"It's a lot of fun," says Motsinger.
we are competitive, but
mean,
"I
we're just going out there to have a
good time. Its for people who have
played baseball[...]and just want to
keep it up, but not let it be their entire life, like with varsity sports."
to

with the men's novice team traveling to nationals for the first
time last year. Both the men and
women's team hope to keep up the
momentum this year and believe
they are more dian capable of doing
so through their practices on Lake
Union and Lake Washington.
The men and women's Seattle
U Crew teams hold practice from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Monday through
Saturday at the Pocock Rowing
Center. Anyone is invited to join,
experienced or not.
The commitment for crew is
greater than with other clubs and
the structure is a little different.
Crew members are individually responsible for paying their own way
and are in control of the operation
of the program as well. Crew is
another great way to stay healthy
throughout the year. The team
practices year-round, with regattas
taking place in both the fall and
spring only.

Crew
After 45 years, Seattle U crew is
finally getting national recognition,

Ellie may be reached at
ewhite@su-spectator.com

Volleyball serves up
win on senior night
Frances Dinger

arrived on the team during its last
year at Division 11. They described
the transition into Division I as
The Redhawks volleyball team tough but worth it.
had a. resounding victory over
"We're still in that transition
Montana State University Bobcats phase," said senior starting setter
Sunday, taking all three periods of Jamie Mellies who has been in the
the game with the final set ending starting lineup since her freshman
25-21. The victory marked the year. "We're still not among the top
team's 10th win out of 23 matches teams but we're getting there."
The seniors were honored by
family and friends in a ceremony
We're still in that transition after the game attended by Seattle
University students and university
phase. We're still not
president Fr. Stephen Sundborg,
S.J., who also served as the honoramong the top teams
ary assistant coach for the game's
first period. The seniors feel conbut we're getting there.
fident about the remainder of the
season but regret that it has to come
Jamie Mellies to an end.
"It's pretty surreal," said senior
Senior setter
Emily Deleissegues who has appeared in 88 matches in her career.
this season.
"It doesn't feel like it has been four
Montana came into the weekyears."
end with a 9-10 overall record.
Coach Shannon Ellis is lookThough the team has nine ing ahead to ensure the team stays
scheduled matches left in the regustrong after the seniors' departure.
lar season, die Oct. 17 game served
"These three have been coras Senior Day to avoid any potennerstones," said Ellis. "All of them
tial conflicts with the Independent work hard and have great training
Tournament, which will be held at mentalities. These are huge people
die North Court of die Connolly leaving. There are big gaps to fill."
Center in November.
Two new setters are currently
After the strong match Sunday, training with the seniors through
the team hopes to finish the rest the end of the season and the team
of die season strong by winning its already has a commitment for
remaining matches.
the 2010-2011 school year to fill
"We're hoping for a winning in from the right but Ellis could
season, if that's possible for us,"
not provide further details on the
said senior Janet Beckerman who recruits.
has appeared in 92 matches and
collected 489 career kills going into Frances may be reached at
the weekend.
editor@su-spectator.com
The three departing seniors

Editor-in-Chief

Sy Bean | The Spectator

A Seattle U volleyball player goes up for the ball against Montana State as her teammates look on.
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Three cheers for Spirit Squad
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
The Seattle University Spirit

"This is the most ready we've
been in the seven years I've been
here," Millspaugh said. "We could
go on the court tomorrow and look

Squad, which includes cheerlead-

pretty

ing, dance team and pep band, is in

team is foincrease in acrobatic
difficulty as well as a more inclusive
program.
"It's really important to me as
a coach that we support all of our
athletic teams," said Millspaugh.
He went on to explain that if an
organization feels that they could

the midst of some serious pre-season training and will soon be performing at various sporting events
and spirit-related functions.
The cheer team has been training for several months now, and is
better than ever according to head
coachTravis Millspaugh.

good."
This year, the cheer

cusing on

an

of cheerleading presence, they're more than welcome to
contact him at any time.
The team has been working
very hard, and Millspaugh says we
should be expecting more complicated tumbling and a more active
roll for each member on the team.
"It's a very athletic activity," he
said. "A lot of people don't realize
that."
Dance team, another branch
of the Spirit Squad trifecta, is
exploring similar improvement

Yjhiii

use some sort

Men's XC:
Mike Hodges Invitational
10/15

Men's Soccer

"We're really working towards
increasing the level of difficulty
on the team," said Hayley Quinn,
dance team head coach.
They have held two separate

formances

10/15
0-2 (L)
San Jose State
10/17
0-1 (L)

taking on sev-

eral enthusiastic freshmen in the
process. The team's aspirations are
going beyond rallies and basketball
games, and they expect their per-

10/15 and 10/16
2 of 2
Women's Swimming
University of Idaho/
Washington St.
10/08 and 10/09
3 of 3
Volleyball:
San Diego State
0-2 (L)
Montana State

1-1 (T)

to reflect

ing able to compete,

University of Hawaii

10/15
Women's Soccer:
Baylor
10/15

that.
"We're really working up to be-

in the

10/08

2 of 4

Women's XC:
Mike Hodges Invitational
10/15
5 of 14

Sacramento State

sessions,

Men's Swimming:
Stony Brook/Boston
College/Army

6 of 17

methods.

audition

WrvArT vj^^^

10/17
3-0 (W)

at some point,

college competitions," said

Quinn.

Photo courtesy of John Aronson

The dance team practices for upcoming events on Tuesday night
The team makes up one-third of the Spirit Squad.

In March, a small regional competition will be taking place, and
the Seattle U dance team will get
an opportunity to put their hard
work and choreographically perfected skills to the test.
Similarly to the cheer team,
the dance team tries to be very accommodating and flexible when it
comes to campus-wide inclusion.
They will be appearing at sporting
events, spirit rallies and anywhere
else that might require an extra
dose ofenthusiasm.
The Pep Band is also in its very

early stages at the moment, but
hopes to put together an impressive
repertoire within the next five or six
weeks. Marcus Pimpleton, the pep
band director, has recruited a large
group of musically savvy individuals from Seattle U, Seattle Central
Community College and even local
high schools.
"We're starting kind of like
a community pep band," said
Pimpleton. "Anyone who wants to
play can come."

Instead of holding auditions,
Pimpleton is taking anyone who's

interested, and if turnout becomes
too great, he'll simply divide up the
team so that different students will
be appearing at different events.
They will be practicing once a
week for the next five or six weeks.
After that, we should expect to see
them at all of the men's basketball
games at Key Arena, as well as
many of the women's games at the
Connolly Center.

Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com

Gilmore floats his way to Athlete of the Week
Fernando Sioson
News Editor
Two weeks into his first season
Seattle University, swimmer
James Gilmore was sidelined for
a viral stomach condition. Eager

at

to compete,

Gilmore was disap-

pointed when he couldn't show the
competition what he could do.
The now-persistent stomach
condition is something Gilmore

deals with on a day-to-day basis.
"It doesn't make me any less of a

competitor," he said. "I've been in

the water my entire life."
He means it, too. A Eugene,
Ore. native, Gilmore started competitive swimming at the age of
five. He credits his parents for his
interest in the sport after they took
him swimming for the first time at
just three weeks old.
Now a sophomore, Gilmore
prides himself on his competitive
edge and a keen swimmer's versatility. Gilmore says he can compete in
nearly every event in the water, and
his recent performance in the New
York meet proves that.

Gilmore took first in the 100

yard backstroke, helping to defeat
Boston College in the finale of the
meet. Gilmore also placed third
in the individual medley event, in
which swimmers use four different
types of swimming strokes over a

length of 200 yards.
"Success begins mentally, inside
your own head," said Gilmore on
what drives him to compete. "It's so
ingrained in me at this point that
sometimes, I'm on autopilot in the
water."
Gilmorealso remarked that the

Seattle U men's team is the best
swimming team in the country, and
that he couldn't asked for a better
squad of teammates and coaches to
support him. He pointed out the
youth and energy of the coaching

staff in particular, calling them
catalysts to his success.
Men's head coach Kat Cuevas

praised Gilmore as a crucial asset to
the team in and out of the pool.
"He provides a great balance of
hard training, humility, sense of
humor and competitiveness that
makes him such an asset to Seattle
U swimming," Cuevas said. "He's
starting this season with a remarkable amount of passion and
talent."
When flying out of state for a
meet, Gilmore and teammate Joe
Wurtz have something of a tradition. Prior to each takeoff, Gilmore
andWurtz stand out on the jet way

and yell "Anything is possible," a
line from Saturday Night Live's
"I'm On A Boat" music video.
A biochemistry major, Gilmore
finds it difficult to balance swim
and academia with an active social
life. According to him, 70 percent
ofhis time is devoted to academics
(He has a 3.7 GPA).Twenty-nine
percent ofhis time is dedicated to
swim.

Photo courtesy of Eric Badeau

Gilmore prides himself in his versatility as a swimmer, but experiences exceptional success in the 200 and
400 individual medley. He took home first place in both events at the UH meet in Pearl City, HI.

"The small sliver [1 percent] that
remains," Gilmore said, "is the time
I have for my social life."
The tenacity to balance these
three aspects of his life positively

Photo courtesy of JohnAronson

affects his drive as a competitor,
Gilmore said. He and his teammates get "pumped up and especially excited" when faced with a

challenge.
At big meets like New York
earlier this month or Hawaii this
past weekend, Gilmore remarked

that he had faced the stiffest competition yet. Nonetheless, he took
home two first place finishes in
the Hawaii meet, taking the 200
and 400 yard individual medley
events.

He's not afraid to lose, but he's
also not afraid to go all in.
"No one's going to reach down
and help you up. You've got to help
yourself," Gilmore said. That's the
only way to be top dog."

Fernando may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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Gay issues on the
minds of Americans.
In the recent months, eight gay teens committed suicide because
of constant bullying and harassment in America's high schools.
The country has decided to step up, and on Oct. 20, die day this

paper hits newsstands, Spirit Day will take place. Everyone who
wants to show their support is encouraged to wear purple.
While die past months have been heart wrenching for people
nationwide who have had to mourn die needless loss of eight
lives, out of this tragedy is coming progress. This week it was
announced that die Pentagon told military recruiters diey can
now accept openly gay and lesbian recruits into service. This long
overdue decision is a stepping stone diat should serve to inspire
those feeling cynical about the gay rights movement in the wake
of recent tragedies.
In life, it is tragedy diat often brings us closer. It is when people
join togedier in the face of die tragedy that healing can begin and
forward motion can once more resume. Now is our chance as a
country to stand up togedier in the face of a national tragedy and
resume the forward motion Harvey Milk started and that our very
own Dan Savage is moving along.
These children did not die for nothing. Ifwe channel the frustration, anger, sadness and emotion diat have sprung from the
past events, we can turn the tragedy into triumph. As Dan Savage
and hundreds of people across the country are reminding teens
diat, "It gets better," we need to remind the country and congress
diat gays and lesbians should not have to wait for happiness. They
deserve it now.

Voter turnout key
in Nov. 2 elections
With its own student government elections in the past, Seattle
University looks forward to the Nov. 2 midterm elections.
But with just a 23 percent voter turnout in the convenient
and close to home ASSU election, how high does anyone expect
turnout for the grander election to be, at least on campus?
ASSU averages about 25 percent for both fall and spring elections. With the meteoric rise in freshman population, there is no
excuse for voter apathy diis year.
Double the shame goes to the older and supposedly more
knowledgeable upperclassmen who voted widi such fervor in
2008.

26 percent ofcollege-age voters turned out in the 2006 election
so, by comparison, Seattle U is already below par. Voting power is
being wasted just as easily as trash dumped onto a landfill.
You wouldn't eat a fourth of a sandwich and leave the rest to
rot away in the sun. No eligible voter should do the same widi
their vote. The midterm election has several important initiatives
that voters should and need to care about, though none involve
Senator Patty Murray in a meat dress.
The Washington Liquor Control Board currently controls
the sale and distribution of all hard liquor products. Voting on
Initiative 1100 will let you change that. The initiative on candy
tax has been debated back and forth. Voting on Initiative 1107
will decide whether or not that morning after Snickers bar will
funnel taxes into the King County Treasury.
People throwaround the "one vote does not matter" argument
all the time. What is less than one vote? Zero votes.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Kira Brodie, Kassi Rodgers, Kelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Sarah Hiraki and Candace Shankel.
Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views
of Seattle University.
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Smoking ban needed for
students, staff
As an employee who works corner of the law school is one of
outside year-round at Seattle the most disgusting experiences
University, I am someone who is in you can have on our campus. The
full support of banning smoking on smoke is bad enough, I hold my
campus property. I understand the breath, but their ashtrays are always
smoker's side of the story, that it's overflowing with garbage, which
their personal choice to smoke. For tend to catch fire, a lot. What's
instance, if there was a movement better than toxic smoke from someone's lungs? The toxic smoke from
to stop people cutting through
on
their
bikes
would
be
I
melting plastic cigarette box wrapcampus
a little upset, but I'd find a way to
pers and cigarette foam filters... The
around
the
The
bike
only ground around them is constantly
campus.
real difference between removing littered with cigarette butts, hundreds every week. The next time
someone's ability to smoke on camthe
and
ride
bike
you see a school employee picking
through
pus
your
malls,
is biking through up the cigarette litter left by the law
campus
doesn't
have the potential students, ask them how they feel
campus
about it. But I digress, it's not just
to give someone else lung cancer.
Smokers always talk about their the law students, it the undergrads
"right to smoke," but what about too, and the grad students, and the
my right to NOT be exposed to faculty, and the staff, and so on, and
so on. It's the smoking lifestyle, no
hazardous toxins imposed by someone enjoying a cigarette? Especially
regard. If someone can soundly arin my place of employment. This
gue the benefits cigarette smoke
and litter has on the campus comto me is the only real controversy;
a smoker can expose people to munity, I'll quiet down and conhundreds of toxins without any tinue to ignore it. Until then, show
consequences. Where else within me where to sign up to help rid our
a legal context of our society are
campus of this disgusting habit.
we allowed to expose others around
us to harm without repercussion?
Matt Vielbig
Public Safety
Walking around the South West

Fr. Rog responds
to article
reenergized or encouraged in the
Dear Friends,
Since the full knowledge of my Holy Spirit in communal worship,
cancer became known to everyone
retreats, and friendships, I have a
have
been
overcome
the
few things to encourage you with:
posiby
I
Forgive one another. Mr.
tive notes and visits and to a certain extent, the overwhelmingness Thirty-two Search is ALWAYS
shouldn't be surprising because I moved to tears with people finding
was bowled over by the realization
it in themselves to reconcile. That
of how much I am loved. Part of is at the center of our belief.
Take time to be with each other
the reason for feeling overwhelmed
and to encourage each other. You
was also because I was realizing just
how much I am loved loved so can't build community at a disdeeply. (I am never surprised how tance. We all get busy but take
time for one another because this
good and beautiful you are, realizing that about myself was more is how we know we are loved.
Take care of yourself. I've learned
difficult. But the two go together!)
This confirms that when I am in a lot about health and a shout-out
to all of my women friends 40 and
touch with the Holy Spirit, I beover, please get a mammogram.
lieve and act out oflove.
Also, Fr. Mike lost weight and if
It is not always easy to love ourselves. On the other hand, it is easy he can do it, so can you!
In all of this, take heed St. John's
for me to love all of you. It isn't
call: Love one another.
too tricky, because if you love other
people, they'll love you back! My
Love, love, love,
apostolic mission at S.U. has been
Fr. Rog
to love other people. I open up
a card and you would thank me
for something I did and you reminded me of it. But lovers don't
keep score.
And just as we need to be
—

-
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Places Mayor McGinn should
have toured before Capitol Hill

Forks, Wash.

Fremont Naked
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Bike Ride
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A closet full of

skeletons

df

The 1-90 Bridge

Patty Murray's
meat dress

A Chilean mine
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You're smart, you should vote
The Spectator recently partnered with the Debate Team. The Debate Team will be providing a weekly commentary on
current events on and off campus at a national and local level

Seattle via Ride the
Ducks

J«fe

Jβ

His own election
platform

Like it or not, you're

shape your life long after you've forgotten
about which councilmember you voted for.
Care about the future of college loans? About
not having health insurance after you graduate? About what will happen to you if you
can't find a Job? The upcoming election will
shape your future, and we believe you deserve

invested in our messed-up

a say in it.
Not voting is just as much a political deci-

Hey there good looking,
How are you? You're probably really busy.
We understand. Midterms are stressing us out
too. Papers, huh?

team fully supports you getting the boy/girl,
and we believe staying informed in crucial to
your success. Brains are a turn on, dude.

Read multiple newspapers.
Read different perspectives.

•

Except it's stupid. Politicians
thrive on disenfranchising voters. Every time a
democracy and [...] you're
citizen decides not to vote, that gives everyone
else more power. \bu might vote for the Green
going to be for a while.
Party, or theLibertarian Party, or for the 'Rent
is too Damn High' Party. Incumbents don't
want that. They want the people that have
been faithfully voting for the party line for the
past forty years. Every time you don't' vote,
We'd like to ask you for a favor. The you're giving the most reliable voters (read:
Debate Team wants you to vote. Even more, sixty and up) increased voting power. Frankly,
we want you to be well-informed. Here are we're a bit tired of our generations needs not
some reasons why we think you should take being respected in the political sphere, and we
some time out of your busy schedule to read hope you are too.
It's sexy at parties. When that enchanta newspaper and pick up your ballot.
It's in your best interest. Like it or not, ingly bespectacled boy/girl starts talking to
you're invested in our messed-up democracy, you about proposition 1100, and what you
and unless you start living in a van down by think that will mean for students and their
the river, you're going to be for a while. The alcohol consumption, are you going to stand
there with nothing to say? No! The debate
events of the next election will profoundly
sion as voting.

Talk to your friends
about your views.

In the Oct. 13 issue ofThe Spectator
in the article "Freaky Frye," artist
Albert Von Keller was mistakenly
amed Alfred. We regret the error.
n the Oct. 13 issue ofThe Spectator

n the article "36 authors, 7 days, 1
ovel," seattle7writers.org was said
o be an organization that promotes
erature when it is in fact an orgaSo please, get informed. Read multiple
newspapers. Read different perspectives. Talk
td your friends about your views. Free expression is why America is awesome. Lets
celebrate it. And let's remember to vote. (It's
Tuesday, November 2nd!)

•

•

CORRECTIONS

Love,
The Debate Team

ization that promotes literacy. We
egret the error.

lastlooks

reports

Malicious Mischief

su

spectaor

public
safety

Oct. 18,6:00 a.m.
.

Public Safety discovered graffiti
tags in the campus area. Facilities
was contacted.

Medical Assist
Oct. 17, 4:30 p.m.
A student sustained a knee injury
during a soccer game at theConnolly Center. The student
received private transport to the
hospital.

Medical Assist
Oct. 17, 3:30 p.m.

A student sustained a non-emergency injury during an intramural
flag football game on Logan
Reid. The student was transported to the hospital.
Safety Assist
Oct. 17, 1:40 am
A syringe found in the Murphy Garage was collected and placed in
a hazardous waste receptacle.

Lesbian & Gay
Film Festival
Rocked

Alleged Conduct
Violation
Oct. 17, 1:30 am
Public Safety observed a student smoking in a stairwell in
Campion.

Auto Prowl
Oct. 17, 11:50 am

Friday night Seattle Gay and Lesbian Film Festival hosted their
opening night gala at Neumo's following the screening of "Bear
City". The festival will run from Oct. 15-24, and is produced
by Three Dollar Bill CinemaThe annual screenings of LGBTQ
focused and directed content has been apart of the Seattle's film
community for 15 years.

A studentreported a window was
broken on his vehicle in the Murphy Garage. Nothing was

Auto Prowl
Oct. 17,11:20am
A student reported a window was
broken and a flashlight had been
removed from the student' s
vehicle in the Murphy Garage.

Reckless Endangerment
Oct. 17, 11:00 pm.
Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life contacted students about throwing water balloons out a window of Bellarmine
Hall at pedestrians.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
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